Abstract
Introduction

Prefix (PC) and General Prefix (GPC)
Computations are generic techniques that can be used to design sequential and parallel algorithms for a number of problems from diverse areas [l, 5, 61 . In [6 an O(1ogn) time, O(n) processor, CREW PRAM t shared memory) parallel algorithm for the GPC is presented. This algorithm implies an O(n log n) time sequential algorithm.
Based on memory organization, parallel computing systems fall into two categories: Shared Memory systems and Distributed Memory systems. Shared Memory systems are relatively easy to program (due to a single address space) but less scalable than distributed memory systems. A software abstraction in which a distributed memory system can be viewed as a system with a single address space results in a system that is both scalable and easy to program. Such systems are called Scalable Shared Memory Systems or Distributed Shared Memory Systems. The B D M model of computing, from a users perspective, offers the advantage of ease of programming of shared memory systems while from a systems perspective, provides the advantage of scalability akin to message passing systems.
PC and GPC are generic techniques for algorithm design. Therefore, a solution for them implies a solution for a variety of problems in diverse areas that include Computational Geometry, Graph Theory, Sorting etc. Some of the routines are recursive and were successfully implemented on the SP2 which is a Distributed Memory Machine. This gives some pointers for automatically parallelizing recursive programs. The paper also discusses the suitability of the B D M model [3] for the IBM's SP2. This implies that the model can serve as a tool for the programmer to design and analyse the algorithm, by deriving analytical expressions for the time/space complexity before actually implementing the same. In this regard, our paper can also serve as a case study for the users. We now formally define PC and GPC with an example shown in Figure 1 . It is easy to see that PC is a special instance of GPC. An efficient algorithm for PG is reported in [4].
Prelimina
The 
The Ranking Problem
We will now define a subroutine RANKP to solve the ranking problem. RANKP will be used by the main algorithm. First we define the following notations.
be two sequences IED stored on the arrays B L and BLD respectively in the processors 
and LD = ( ( Y l , 4 ) , ( Y 2 , d 2 ) , -, ( Y t ( n / p ) r d t ( n / p ) ) )
and 
, we find the indices LPOS(i) and RPOS(i) of those two elements in RSY, such that s y ( i ) is in between s y ( L P O S ( i ) ) and s y ( R P O S ( i ) ) in OSY and no other element of RSY is in between sy(LPOS(i)) and sy(RPOS(i)) in OSY.
Similarly, for every ele- Lemma 1 (Merge Lemma [SI)
LPOS(i) and RPOS(i) of those two elements in L S Y , such that sy(i) is in between sy(LPOS(i)) and sy(RPOS(i)) in OSY and no other element of LSY is in between sy(LPOS(i)) and sy(RPOS(i) in
OSY.
1. If 1 _< i 5 5, then, a. SD(i) = LSD(i) b. S P ( 0 = LSP(i) * RSP(LPOS(i)), c. SP(i) = LSP(i) * RSE(LPOS(Z)), d. SE(i) = LSE(() * RSE(LPOS(i)), e. SE(i) = LSE(I) * RSP(RPOS(i)),
f. SE(i) = LSE(() * RSE(RPOS(i)),
2. If $ + 1 5 i 5 k , then, a. SD(i) = LSP(LPOS(i)) * RSD(i), b. S D ( i ) = LSE(LPOS(i)) * RSD(i), c. SP(i) = LSP(LPOS(i)) * RSP(i), d. S P ( i ) = LSE(LPOS(i)) * RSP(i),
e. SE(i) = LSE(LPOS(i)) * RSE(i),
f. SE(i) = LSP(RPOS(i)) * RSE(i), g. SE(i) = LSE(RPOS(i)) * RSE(i), if sy(LPOS(i)) = sy(i) if sy(LPOS(i)) p sy(i) if sy(LPOS(i)) = sy(i) if (sy(LPOS(i)) p sy(i)) A (sy(i) p sy(RPOS(i))) if (sy(LPOS(i)) p sy(i)) A ( s y ( i ) = sy(RPOS(i))) if sy(LPOS(i)) = sy(i) if sy(LPOS(i)) p sy(i) if sy(LPOS(i)) = sy(i) if sy(LPOS(i)) p sy(i) if sy(LPOS(i)) = sy(i) if (sy(LPOs(i)) p sy(i)) A ( s y ( i ) p sy(RPOS(i))) if (sy(LPOS(i)) p sy(i)) A (sy(i) = sy(RPOS(i)))
Proof: We will prove Case 2a. For a given index i suchthat :+1 l i l k , l e t {jl,jz,...,jt}isthesetof all indices j such that 1 I j 5 ! j and sy(j) p sy(i) and
* f ( j t ) . This and definition of RSD(i) imply SD(i) = LSP(LPOS(i)) * RSD(i), if sy(LPOS(i)) = sy(i). The proof for the other cases
is similar.
0
From the above discussion and Lemma 1 we see that the merge step can be implemented in O ( k ) time.
Hence the whole algorithm takes O(k log k) time. 
The Main Algorithm
DATA is I E D stored in the processors f(2L **., f(t(n/p))) and y = (Y(l), Y(2>, " ' i y(t(n I P ) ) ) )
PR,, PR,+l, " ' 7 PRi+(t-1).
Begin /* W.1.g we assume t is a power of two */ 1. If (t = 1) then /* There is only one block */ Processor PRi will do /* Solved sequentially */ 
(SOSY, SSP, S S D , S S E ) = SEQGPC(SF, SY, Maxi).
For j = 1 to Maxi do If SOSY[j, i] = S Y [ k , i] then DATA[j,i] =< SY[k,i], < i,
return(DATA)
End.
Let Tcomp(t) be the computation time taken by BlockGPC(SF, SY, i, t). 
Computational Geometry
Given 
Graph Theory
Permutation Graphs: Given a permutation T of the
A graph G is a permutation graph if and only if it is isomorphic to some G, . We assume that the permutation T is IED stored in the array P and the inverse permutation T -~ is IED stored in the array PI. Given P it is straightforward to compute PI on a DSM system using the function RandomRoute. 
Conclusion
In this paper we have presented an efficient algorithm for GPC on D S M systems using the B D M model with applications. Since sorting is transformed into an instance of GPC, GPC has a lower bound of R ( n l o g n ) at least for some specific choice of operators *. As seen before, if n > p l o g p , our algorithm for GPC takes O ( F ) computation time. Hence, we have achieved optimal speed up in computation for the sorting problem for such realistically larger values of n. Further, our method is conceptually simpler than the algorithms presented in [3] for sorting. From the analytical expressions for the time taken by B D P R E C O M P and BlockMerge, we see that the time taken will increase with the number of processors ( p ) for smaller size of the inputs. From Corollary 1 we see that the computation time of BlockMerge is O ( n log, p / p ) and hence we cannot expect any scalability from p = 2 to p = 4. It is interesting to note that the timing measurements agree with the theoretical predictions and the graphical plots illustrates the scalability (refer Figure 3) . It is worth noting that the merge function is recursive and it executes on a DMS which might serve as a pointer for incorporating parallel recursion in automatic parallelising compilers. 
